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600 Basic Japanese Verbs The Essential Reference
Guide
This comprehensive book helps you learn the 92 basic Kana characters and 2,136
standard Kanji characters. Complete, compact and authoritative—this Japanese
language book provides all the information needed to learn kanji and kana, including
the 92 basic hiragana and katakana phonetic symbols (known collectively as Japanese
Kana) and the 2,136 standard Joyo Kanji characters that every Japanese person learns
in school. This new and completely revised edition reflects recent changes made to the
official Joyo kanji list by the Japanese government. The kana and kanji are presented in
an easy and systematic way that helps you learn them quickly and retain what you have
learned and improve your mastery of the Japanese language. The ability to read
Japanese and write Japanese is an essential skill for any student and will build on their
previous knowledge and improve on their overall capacity to learn Japanese. A concise
index allows you to look up the Kanji in three different ways (so the book also serves as
a Japanese Kanji dictionary) and extra spaces are provided to allow you to practice
writing Japanese. Japanese Kanji and Kana contains: All 2,136 official Joyo kanji with
readings and definitions. Characters are graded by their JLPT examination levels. Up to
5 useful vocabulary compounds for each kanji. Brush and pen cursive forms as well as
printed forms. 19 tables summarizing key information about the characters. Kanji
look–up indexes by radicals, stroke counts and readings.
Learn how to read and translate technical manuals, research publications, and
reference works. This two-volume set is designed to help the intermediate-level learner
of Japanese build a technical vocabulary, reinforce understanding of frequently used
grammatical patterns, improve reading comprehension, and practice translating
technical passages. The glossary in volume 2 clarifies words and phrases that often
puzzle beginning readers. The sample readings on technical topics are drawn from a
broad range of specialties, from mathematics and computer science to electronics and
polymer science. The initial grammar lesson and the first nine field-specific lessons
constitute the common core to be used by all instructors or students. Topics of interest
from the remaining thirty-one field-specific lessons may be selected to produce a
customized course of study. Intermediate Technical Japanese is designed to fulfill a
typical two-semester sequence. Volume 1 contains: o information about 600 key kanji o
explanations of 100 important grammatical patterns o more than 700 scientific or
technical essays o an index of the grammatical patterns. Volume 2 contains: o a
complete glossary
Essential Japanese Grammar is an indispensable study guide for students of the
Japanese language at all levels. Long the standard in Japanese language education, it
provides clear, jargon-free explanations of how Japanese grammar works and offers
hundreds of example sentences. It is an essential handbook for self-study or for the
classroom and should be a valued resource for years to come. A strong foundation in
grammar is vital to those wishing to learn Japanese as a whole. Essential Japanese
Grammar presents a number of unique features. First, grammatical terminology has
been kept to a minimum so that extensive prior knowledge of grammar is not required.
Second, abundant example sentences written in Japanese characters (kana and kanji)
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followed by romanji and English translations. Third, the authors have tried to reveal
aspects of grammar that may not be found in comparable grammar books such as rare
Japanese verbs, adjectival nouns, clauses adverbs, etc. This Japanese grammar book
contains: parts of speech. sentence constructions. conjugations forms. speech styles
and tones. accentuation rules. essential words and functional elements. an appendix for
referencing and cross-referencing Japanese words.
Essential Japanese Phrase Book & Dictionary teaches you the practical phrases and
expressions needed for common, everyday interactions in Japan in a clear, concise,
accessible and enjoyable way. Key features of this Japanese phrasebook and
dictionary include: Over 1,500 practical phrases for everyday use An English to
Japanese dictionary with over 2,000 terms and expressions Essential expressions used
for meeting people, starting conversations, and asking and replying to simple questions
Manga illustrations to illustrate key phrases and situations A pronunciation guide and
Japanese grammar notes explain the basic sounds and sentence patterns of the
Japanese language The latest Japanese vocabulary and phrases for smartphones,
social media and more Japan travel tips, cultural notes and much more! All words and
phrases are in Romanized form as well as the Japanese script. Basic Japanese
grammar and pronunciation notes get you speaking right away, and tips on culture and
etiquette allow you to interact in Japanese without making serious blunders. Whether
you're a novice or have some experience with the language, this is a reference you'll
turn to again and again when visiting Japan and interacting with Japanese people.
This is a clear simple and compact guide to colloquial, everyday Japanese grammar.
Basic Japanese Grammar teaches all the grammar you need to speak Japanese and
understand simple spoken Japanese. Covering what is essential, it provides an efficient
way for learners who have limited time to learn Japanese and begin to communicate
naturally with Japanese speakers. It is intended for self–study or classroom use. It
offers a practical course in colloquial Japanese but leaves aside forms that are
unnecessary or little used as well as those that are more important for written
Japanese. In short chapters, it helps the user understand the logic of Japanese
grammar, while its straightforward explanations and clear examples make learning as
easy as possible. The grammar section includes a glossary of grammatical terms and
an index, as well as appendixes on Japanese pronunciation and verb conjugation. All
Japanese words and phrases are written in Kanji and Kana (Hiragana and Katakana)
as well as Romanized Japanese (Romanji) and English. Explanations are given in
English.
A fun and helpful resource for anyone interested in learning some Japanese—whether
you're 5 or 100! This picture dictionary covers the 1,500 most useful Japanese words
and phrases. Each word and sentence is given in Japanese script—with a Romanized
version to help you pronounce it correctly—along with the English meaning. The words
are grouped into 40 different themes or topics, including basics like meeting someone
new and using public transportation to culture-specific topics like celebrating Japanese
holidays and eating Japanese food. This colorful picture dictionary includes: Hundreds
of color photographs 1,500 Japanese words and phrases 40 different topics—from social
media and WiFi to paying and counting Example sentences showing how the words are
used Companion online audio recordings by native Japanese speakers of all the
vocabulary and sentences An introduction to Japanese pronunciation and grammar An
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index to allow you to quickly look up words Japanese Picture Dictionary makes
language learning more fun than traditional phrasebooks. This resource is perfect for
beginners of all ages—curious kids, visual learners and future travelers to Japan.
***FOR HIGH-BEGINNER TO LOW-INTERMEDIATE LEARNERS*** Master Japanese
adjectives and adverbs in the next 30 days, with this innovative, story-based immersion
method. Just read one chapter per day, complete the exercises and watch as your
speech becomes more colourful, descriptive and fluent! "I love Olly's work - and you will
too!" - Barbara Oakley, PhD, Author of New York Times bestseller A Mind for Numbers
Most Japanese students try to learn Japanese grammar and vocabulary through rules
and rote memorisation. This doesn't work, and is extremely stressful for you as a
learner. Why? Because there are lots so many rules to learn and vocabulary to
remember that it's impossible to hold them all in your head at the same time while
you're speaking. It's also not a natural approach ... native speakers don't learn the
language with rules and memory tricks, after all! With 30-Day Mastery: Amazing
Adjectives & Adverbs you'll learn through example and context, just like native
speakers do! The magic of learning through story is that your main focus is actually not
on memorising anything... you concentrate on understanding and enjoying the story! As
you're reading, you will find that the rules surrounding Japanese adjectives and
adverbs, as well as their meaning, will begin to lodge themselves subconsciously in
your brain. It doesn't happen right away - in fact it may take a couple of weeks for you
to feel the real effects. But by the end of this book, you'll have a native-like command of
Japanese descriptors that will amaze you and your friends! In this story, you will read
about Ai, a 19-year-old student at a prestigious cooking school in Tokyo. She has
always dreamt of becoming a chef, however, the competition at the school is hard and,
coming up to their graduation day, Ai and her close friends are getting ready for the
school's annual competition. Together, they must come up with dishes that are both
traditionally Japanese and original if they want to win the competition and be scouted to
work in prestigious restaurants across the country. Not yet convinced? Here are all the
features you will find in this book: Short chapters of 300 words each - just read one
chapter a day for 30 days! A text designed specifically for students at N4/N5 level A
detailed language overview so you can review and quickly understand the uses of all
adjectives and adverbs as you immerse yourself in the story Short daily practice
exercises to practice as you go Bilingual word lists to quickly look up new vocabulary
Hiragana superscript to help you with difficult Kanji SCROLL UP AND GRAB YOUR
COPY!
A guide designed to help master the most essential verbs of the Japanese language.
The Handbook of Japanese Verbs is organized by kanji (traditional Chinese characters)
stroke count with priority placed on frequency of exposure. This structure allows
learners to understand, read and speak Japanese by applying a systematic approach to
reach advanced levels effortlessly. Example sentences provide descriptive scenarios
filled with colorful adverbs and adjectives. Synonyms listed next to target verbs help
create links between concepts and increase the learner's rhetorical ability at a glance.
Furthermore, review sections are included to improve memory retention. With this
handbook as a guide, learners will find themselves able to apply their knowledge to an
ever-growing number of situations. The Starter Edition is contains the bare essentials of
The Handbook of Japanese Verbs. Both Japanese script and romaji (Japanese written
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in Roman letters) are used in this book so learners can focus immediately on acquiring
knowledge instead of having to learn how to read Japanese script (kanji, hiragana and
katakana) beforehand. Inside you will find: - 160 Japanese essential verbs for first year
students - Over 350 English definitions and expressions - 670 Japanese sentences with
English translations - Japanese-English Dictionary - Japanese Thesaurus with over 300
synonyms to target verbs - Nouns, adjective and adverbs which colorfully compliment
verbs in practical use - Review sections to test reading ability - An overview section to
test ability to recall vocabulary - Explanations of all Japanese verb types, tenses and
formalities - Verb conjugation charts for quick reference of all tenses - Practice charts to
gauge writing ability Please visit www.hattoripublishing.com to purchase The Handbook
of Japanese Verbs in its entirety.
This is a concise and effective Japanese phrase book and guide to the Japanese
language with color pictures and accompanying exercises for each section. In this
modern jet age, one can reach any part of the world within a day or less. Although
English is widely spoken, it is very helpful to have some knowledge of the language of
the country which you are visiting in order to make your trip more enjoyable by
communicating with the local people and understanding their culture. Intended for
beginners who wish to learn to speak Japanese at a very basic level within a few hours,
this book is written in a clear and simple yet versatile way. With approximately 350
basic words and examples of how they are used in practical conversation speech, one
can acquire a fundamental working knowledge of spoken Japanese from this book, so
you can express yourself in simple Japanese sentences. This book has several
exercises for each lesson. And, to get acquainted with Japanese culture, the student
may enjoy the photos which the author has provided as a visual aid. Complicated
grammatical explanations are omitted since detailed explanations sometimes
discourage people from actually speaking. Only the essential points in pronunciation
and grammar are given, and the Japanese phrases and sentences are repeated
presented in each lesson so that the student can easily learn the phrases and practice
using them without hesitancy or discouragement. Key features of Practical Japanese
are: Over 350 essential Japanese words and 96 pages of practical conversational
usage. 25 carefully structured lessons to reinforce Japanese vocabulary and Japanese
grammar. Accompanying practice exercises for every lesson. All words and phrases
are shown in written Japanese—Kanji and Kana (Hiragana and Katakana), Romanized
Japanese (Romanji), and English Over 200 simple illustrations. A concise pronunciation
guide. Businesspeople, tourists as well as the student or prospective foreign resident in
Japan, young or old, will find this Japanese phrasebook a helpful and enjoyable tool in
speaking Japanese for the first time.
This is a user–friendly guide to learning Japanese Katakana and includes a set of 46
flash cards Japanese Katakana for Beginners makes learning of beginner kana fast and
effective by using memorable picture mnemonics, along with clear explanations,
examples and lots of fun exercises—a method that has helped thousands of students
lean katakana successfully in the United States and Japan. Picture mnemonics
enhance memory by associating the shape and sound of each Japanese kana
character with combinations of images and English words already familiar to students.
This book is organized into three main sections: The first introduces the basic 46
katakana characters along with writing tips and opportunities to practice writing them.
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The secondteachers the usage rules that allow students to write all Japanese sounds,
providing more opportunities for practice. The third strengthens students' skills through
a wide range of exercises (word searches, crossword puzzles, fill in the blanks, visual
discrimination, timed recognition quizzes, etc) designed to both increase the knowledge
of the Japanese language and reinforce newly acquired writing skills. A set of flash
cards printed on perforated cardstock and a list of suggested flash card activities, are
also provided at the end of the book. Each of these cards introduces a katakana
character along with the picture mnemonic that helps to recognize and remember it.
Learning Hiragana and Katakana is a systematic and comprehensive Japanese
workbook that is perfect for self study or in a classroom setting. Written Japanese
combines three different types of characters: the Chinese characters known as kanji,
and two Japanese sets of phonetic letters, hiragana and katakana, known collectively
as kana, that must be mastered before the Japanese kanji can be learned. Learning
Japanese Hiragana and Katakana provides beginning-level students of Japanese a
thorough grounding in the basic hiragana and katakana phonetic symbols or
syllabaries. A comprehensive introduction presents their basic function, origin,
pronunciation and usage. The main body of the book is devoted to presenting the 92
hira and kata characters along with their variations, giving step-by-step guidelines on
how to write each character neatly in the correct stroke order, with plentiful practice
spaces provided for handwriting practice. This Japanese workbook includes:
Systematic and comprehensive coverage of the two Japanese kana systems. Ample
provision for Japanese kana practice, review, and self-testing at several levels Detailed
reference section explaining the origin and function of kana, and the various kana
combinations. Access to online Japanese audio files to aid in correct pronunciation.
Helpful additional information for language students accustomed to romanized
Japanese. Vocabulary selected for usefulness and cultural relevance. About this new
edition: The new third edition has been expanded and revised to include many
additional reading and writing exercises. Accompanying online recordings demonstrate
the correct pronunciation of all the characters, vocabulary, and sentences in the book.
This portable, user–friendly Japanese language guide, phrasebook and dictionary is the
cheapest and easiest way to learn Japanese before and during your trip. If you only
want to purchase one Japanese language book—Essential Japanese is the way to go.
Part of Tuttle Publishing's Essential Series, it is a great first introduction and beginner
guide to the language of Japan and is also designed as a Japanese phrasebook,
making it the most versatile Japanese language learning tool on the market. Perfect for
business people or tourist traveling to Japan or for students who want to supplement
their learning, this book's easy indexing feature allows it to act as a Japanese phrase
book or as an English–Japnese Dictionary. A clever "point to" feature allows you to
simply point to a phrase translated in Japanese without the need to say a word. You will
soon find yourself turning to Essential Japanese again and again when visiting Japan
and working or interacting with Japanese speakers. In this book you will find: Over 1500
practical sentences for everyday use. A glossary of over 200 terms and expressions.
Latest Japanese vocabulary and Japanese phrases for smart phones, social media and
more. Japanese characters (kana and kanji) as well as Latin script (romanji). Extensive
information about Chinese grammar and pronunciation. This beginner Japanese book
will help you to quickly and easily learn Japanese. Your ability to read Japanese, write
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Japanese, speak Japanese, and comprehend Japanese will be vastly improved without
having to take an entire Japanese language class. Other titles in this bestselling series
of phrasebooks include: Essential Japanese, Essential Chinese, Essential Korean,
Essential Tagalog, and Essential Arabic.
This is a complete study guide to the most common Korean verbs Korean grammar is
notoriously difficult for foreigners to master but is essential for those wishing to learn
Korean. Easy-to-use 500 Basic Korean Verbs is the only comprehensive guide to the
correct usage of Korean verbs available for English-speaking learners. Each of the 500
most important Korean verbs is presented in a convenient single-page format that gives
the verb's meaning and pronunciation and displays the verb's 48 key tenses, speech
levels, and moods (all accompanied by romanizations). Also included are a handy
guide to the Korean language and verb conjugation and reference tables of basic
Korean verb types, along with 3 indexes (Romanized, Hangeul, and English). 500 Basic
Korean Verbs Includes: Conjugations by tense, speech levels, and mood. "Model verb"
system quickly identifies each verb's pattern. Sample sentences demonstrating the
verb's correct usage. Free downloadable audio provides pronunciations for the verbs
and 1,000 example sentences. Korean characters (Hangul) as well as romanized
pronunciations to help English speakers. Two-color design makes quick reference
easy.
The method that's helped thousands in the U.S. and Japan learn Japanese
successfully. The Japanese language has two primary writing systems, kanji
characters—which are based on Chinese characters and hiragana and katakana—a
mnemonics based alphabet. This handy book teaches you a new mnemonics-based
method to read and write the 430 highest-frequency kanji characters. Along with its
sister book: Japanese Hiragana and Katakana for Beginners it provides a complete
introduction to written Japanese. Japanese Kanji for Beginners contains everything you
need to learn the kanji characters required for the Advanced Placement Japanese
Language and Culture Exam. It is designed for use by high school or college students
as well as independent learners. The kanji learned in this book closely adhere to those
introduced in every major Japanese language textbook. Key features of Japanese Kanji
for Beginners include: The 430 highest-frequency kanji characters 44 simple, easy-tofollow lessons Concise information on kanji elements, readings and pronunciations
Extensive exercises, drills, and writing practice Downloadable content with printable
flash cards, practice quizzes and extra exercises The Extensive downloadable content
contains a set of printable kanji flash cards to assist learners in reviewing and
memorizing the kanji in the book. It also provides sample vocabulary quizzes in a
multiple-choice format similar to those in the AP exam, as well as additional exercises
that further reinforce the newly learned kanji.
This is a clear, simple and compact guide to colloquial, everyday Japanese. Acquire
basic proficiency in spoken Japanese. A streamlined, efficient approach. Perfect for
self–learners or classroom use. Includes kanji and kana. Essential Japanese
Vocabulary teaches all the Japanese grammar you need to speak and understand
simple spoken Japanese. Covering only what is essential, it provides and efficient way
for learners who have limited time to gain basic proficiency and begin to communicate
naturally with Japanese language speakers. Intended for both self–study and classroom
use the guide offers a practical course in colloquial Japanese, but leaves aside forms
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that are unnecessary or little used as well as those that are more important for written
Japanese. In short chapters, it helps the user understand the logic of Japanese
grammar, while its straightforward explanations and clear examples make learning as
easy as possible. The book includes a glossary of grammatical terms and an index, as
well as appendixes on Japanese pronunciation and verb conjugation. In a focused and
convenient approach, Essential Japanese Vocabulary is an indispensable tool for
beginners just starting to learn Japanese or a handy aid for more experience learners
who wish to refresh their knowledge.
Basic Japanese: A Grammar and Workbook comprises an accessible reference
grammar and related exercises in a single volume. This book presents 25 individual
grammar points, covering the core material which students would expect to encounter
in their first year of learning Japanese. Divided into two parts, the first part outlines
fundamental components of Japanese including the writing system, pronunciation, word
order, particles and conjugation patterns, while the second part builds on this
foundation by introducing basic grammatical patterns organised by the task they
achieve. Grammar points are followed by contextualised examples and exercises which
allow students to reinforce and consolidate their learning. Key features include: clear,
accessible format many useful language examples transliteration of all examples jargonfree explanations of grammar abundant exercises with full answer key subject index.
Basic Japanese is suitable both for class use and independent study making it an ideal
grammar reference and practice resource for both beginners and students with some
knowledge of the language.
The Complete Japanese Verb Guide is a handy, easy-to-use guide to one of the building
blocks of language learning—verbs. To effectively learn Japanese, a strong knowledge of
Japanese grammar and vocabulary is needed. This book will come to the rescue as it shows
learners how to conjugate the 600 most common Japanese verbs quickly, and with very little
effort. This is the only guide to list all verb forms in both Japanese script and romanized form,
while giving an accurate English translation for each conjugated form, making this book far
more comprehensive than any other book on the subject. Compiled by Japanese language
experts at The Hiro Japanese Center, more than 30 different verbal forms are given for each
verb including all forms used in contemporary spoken, written, formal and conversational
Japanese—making this the ideal reference when reading any sort of Japanese printed materials
including manga, newspapers, magazines and books. The Complete Japanese Verb Guide
places an expert resource at your fingertips, giving you the information you need to speak,
read, and write Japanese sentences correctly. Key features of this book are: Includes all the
most useful verbs and Kanji (logographic Chinese characters) in Japanese, including less
common ones. A wealth of example sentences are given to demonstrate correct verb usage.
Over 30 forms are given for each verb including polite or formal, plain, negative, potential,
conditional, passive, causative, and many more. Both Kana, Japanese script, and romanized
forms are given for each entry. An ideal study guide for the standard Advanced Placement
college test and the Japanese Language Proficiency Exam. Special sections are devoted to
compound verbs and suru verbs such as Kaimono suru (to shop), benkyo suru (to study), and
much more.
Japanese Verbs: Saying What You Mean is your guide to understanding and successfully
speaking real Japanese
This highly-visual book introduces an effective new method to learn over 1,000 Japanese kanji
characters using visual stimuli and pictographs. Learning the fundamental kanji characters
used to write Japanese can be challenging, but this book is designed to speed up learning by
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presenting the 1,000 most common characters using a mnemonic approach. In a fun and
accessible way to learn Japanese, each kanji is associated with memorable visual and verbal
clues. For example, the Japanese character for person is superimposed over a sketch of a
smiling man. The visual clue is "a person standing on two legs". By seeing the distinctive
shape of the kanji, learners create a mental image of its meaning. Each character is presented
as part of a group of characters which share similar traits. These groups use common root
symbols known as radicals; they are also categorized by themes such as colors, numbers,
animals, or body parts. Pronunciations, meanings and common vocabulary compounds are
provided for each character in the group. Mnemonic clues are also given for the basic 92
hiragana and katakana phonetic symbols. A free audio CD helps you learn pronunciation for all
of the characters and vocabulary in this book. The introduction explains the basic history and
structure of the kanji. Key feature of this Japanese kanji book include: Hiragana and katakana
phonetic symbols Easy-to-remember drawings and stories for ALL characters Thousands of
vocabulary words Audio CD for pronunciation practice
My guide to Japanese grammar has been helping people learn Japanese as it's really spoken
in Japan for many years. If you find yourself frustrated that you can't understand Japanese
movies or books despite having taken Japanese classes, then this book is for you. It will help
you finally understand those pesky particles and break down grammatical concepts that will
allow you to comprehend anything from simple to very complex sentences. You will also learn
Japanese that's spoken by real people including casual speech patterns and slang, stuff that's
often left out in most textbooks. Don't take my word for it, just check out my website and order
this book to have it handy wherever you go.
A modern vocabulary guide for the serious student of Japanese, this volume contains 21st
century vocabulary. There is thorough coverage of contemporary topics like the Internet, the
post-Soviet national divisions of Europe, and the environment. The guide also inlcudes a
number of special topics not ordinarily contained in vocabulary books, such as Japanese
homonyms, Sino-Japanese verbs, prefixes, and suffixes. All pronunciation keys are in hiragana
and/or katakana.
This is an invaluable study guide and practice book for learning basic Japanese kanji. Learning
Japanese Kanji Practice Book is intended for beginning students, or experienced speakers
who need to practice their written Japanese. Kanji are an essential part of the Japanese
language and together with kana (hiragana and katakana) comprise written Japanese. This
book presents the kanji characters that are most commonly used. All the kanji and related
vocabulary words in this book are those that students are expected to know for Level 5 of the
Japanese Language Proficiency Test. (JLPT). Characters that appear in the AP Japanese
Language and Culture Exam are flagged. Readings, meanings, and common compounds are
presented. The correct method of writing each character is clearly indicated and practice boxes
with strokes that can be traced are provided, along with empty boxes for freehand writing
practice. Lots of exercises are included to give students the opportunity to practice writing
sentences containing the Kanji. Indexes at the back allow you to look up the characters by their
readings and English meanings. This kanji book includes: Step-by-step stroke order diagrams
for each character. Special boxes with grid lines to practice writing characters. Extra printable
practice grids Words and phrases using each kanji. Romanizations (romanji) to help identify
and pronounce every word.
600 Basic Japanese Verbs is a handy, easy-to-use guide to one of the building blocks of
Japanese grammar—verbs. This book will be an essential resource for students wishing to learn
Japanese as it shows how to conjugate the 600 most common Japanese verbs quickly, and
with very little effort. This is the only guide to list all verb forms in both Japanese script and
romanized form, while giving an accurate English translation for each conjugated form, making
this book far more comprehensive than any other book on the subject. Compiled by Japanese
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language experts at The Hiro Japanese Center, more than 30 different verbal forms are given
for each verb including all forms used in contemporary spoken, written, formal and
conversational Japanese—making this the ideal reference when reading any sort of Japanese
printed materials including manga, newspapers, magazines and books. 600 Basic Japanese
Verbs places an expert resource at your fingertips, giving you the information you need to
speak, read, and write Japanese sentences correctly. Key features of this book are: Includes
all the most useful verbs and Kanji (logographic Chinese characters) in Japanese, including
less common ones. A wealth of example sentences are given to demonstrate correct verb
usage. Over 30 forms are given for each verb including polite or formal, plain, negative,
potential, conditional, passive, causative, and many more. Both Kana, Japanese script, and
romanized forms are given for each entry. An ideal study guide for the standard Advanced
Placement college test and the Japanese Language Proficiency Exam. Special sections are
devoted to compound verbs and suru verbs such as Kaimono suru (to shop), benkyo suru (to
study), and much more.
This is an introductory workbook and guide to writing Japanese Katakana. Writing Japanese
Katakana has been carefully designed to facilitate the quick and easy mastery of the
46–character katakana alphabet, making it the perfect tool to begin the process of mastering
written Japanese. Each character is introduced with brushed, handwritten and typed samples
that enhance character recognition. Extensive space for writing allows maximum practice to
facilitate memorization and to ensure proper character formation. Entertaining illustrations and
amusing examples of loan–words that use katakana in Japanese writings further reinforce
memorization in a fun way. Writing Katakana is tailored to the specific needs of young students
of the Japanese language, but is also well suited to beginning students of any age. This
Japanese language workbook contains: grayed–out, trace–over characters for correct
character construction. Extensive practice in writing sentences for maximum reinforcement.
Supplementary explanations, including a brief history of the origin of each character, to foster
visual recall.

Learn the Japanese you need. Gain the language skills you want. Practice Makes
Perfect: Basic Japanese is your trusted companion to your Japanese learning
experience. Each chapter focuses on key grammar concepts and essential vocabulary,
which are accompanied by helpful, clear examples. With these fundamentals under
your belt, you will learn to communicate in authentic Japanese--how to meet new
people, engage in small talk, make suggestions and requests, express ideas, and
more. You will, of course, get plenty of practice, practice, practice using your new skills.
Whether you are learning on your own or taking a beginning Japanese class, Practice
Makes Perfect: Basic Japanese will help you build your confidence in communicating in
this complex language. Practice Makes Perfect: Basic Japanese includes: Everyday
Japanese presented in both Japanese characters (hiragana, katakana, and kanji) and
phonetic translation High-frequency vocabulary Grammar basics An introduction to
Japanese pronunciation and writing systems Hundreds of exercises in a variety of
formats for whatever your learning style
In one compact volume, Japanese Verbs & Essentials of Grammar, Second Edition,
offers an integrated beginner's guide to all major verbal and grammatical concepts of
the Japanese language. This latest edition of the popular and accessible guide has
been updated to include: Expanded vocabulary lists featuring common idiomatic
phrases New examples of sentences and sentence structure An in-depth introduction to
Japanese scripts Each of the 46 units includes clear explanations and examples to help
you master the Japanese language. Roomaji, or transliteration, is featured throughout.
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Explains the basic terminology and concepts of English grammar, focusing on material
which will most benefit students of Japanese.
This is a comprehensive, self-study workbook for learning Japanese characters.
Mastering Japanese Kanji can help you greatly reduce the time and effort involved in
learning to read Japanese and write Japanese. It does so by introducing a method that
is both effective and easy to use in memorizing the meanings and pronunciations of
Kanji—the array of characters that are used in the Japanese language to symbolize
everything from abstract ideas to concrete nouns. Learning any of the kanji is a two
step process, requiring that you remember both the visual aspect of a character (so you
can recognize it when you see it) and the aural aspect (so you will know how to say
and, thus, read it). The method employed by Mastering Japanese Kanji will show you
how to tackle both of these aspects from the outset, and by so doing enable you to
immediately get down to the practical (and fun!) business of recognizing and reading
kanji on everything from street signs to newspapers. By the time you finish this book, in
fact you will be able to boast of a Japanese vocabulary numbering in the thousands of
words. Key features: Downloadable audio helps to reinforce the written material
Teaches the 200 most common kanji and the hundreds of compounds that use include
them. Unique, specially–designed drawings and entertaining stories help you learn
more quickly. Sample sentences, along with common words and compounds, expand
your vocabulary by showing each kanji used in context. Stroke–order diagrams show
the correct way to write each chapter. Chapter and cumulative review exercises help
ensure master of what you've learned. Complete indexes show Japanese readings and
English meanings for all Kanji. Contents of the downloadable audio: Stroke order
animations for all 200 kanji characters. Native speaker audio recordings of all: Kanji
characters. Common words and compounds. Sample sentences.
Since each kanji character in the Japanese language is associated with its own unique
vocabulary, the study of kanji unavoidably requires that students learn many new
Japanese words. To help you organize and keep track of the new words that are
introduced in our three Learn to Read in Japanese books, we have assembled this
companion glossary. The glossary lists more than 7,400 Japanese terms that are used
in the three books, and it provides definitions and memory aides for nearly every term.
The memory aides are of two types: explanations which describe how the listed terms
are derived from other known Japanese words, or when such explanations aren't
possible, mnemonics to help you to remember the terms' definitions and
pronunciations. The glossary also identifies more than 8,000 synonyms (or at least
"related terms") which make it possible for you to compare similar words side by side.
Of course, this glossary cannot replace a good Japanese dictionary, nor is it intended to
do so. However, it includes thousands of explanations, mnemonics and synonyms that
you won't find in a standard dictionary, and it focuses precisely on the terms that you
will encounter in the three Learn to Read in Japanese books. We think that it will help to
make your Japanese study easier and more interesting.
Essential Kanji is an integrated course for learning to read and write the 2,000 basic
Japanese characters. It introduces the kanji that are now in everyday use, a mastery of
which makes it possible to read most modern Japanese. Devised for either home or
classroom use, the book has been tested and refined by years of use in university
classes taught by the author.
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Students of Japanese are familiar with the term "particle," and realize that they, like
English prepositions, require a special effort to master. This handbook provides all the
information one would need on these tricky units of grammar. All About Particles covers
more than 70 particles those that are used regularly as well as those used less
frequently in more than 200 uses. The book can be approached as a guiding textbook
and studied from beginning to end. It is as a reference book, however, that All About
Particles shines. It is light and easy to carry, slim enough to fit into the corner of a
shoulder bag, and concise enough to quickly clarify particle-related questions. It is a
priceless tool for any serious student of Japanese. In its previous incarnation as a part
of the Power Japanese Series, ISBN 978-0-87011-954-5, and sold more than 40,000
copies worldwide.
Contains fifty basic Japanese sentence patterns and sixty-nine variations, each defined
in Japanese, romanization, and English, and each used in both polite and informal
examples. Includes fifty of the most common basic patterns, sixty-nine variations of the
basic patterns, formulas delineating basic pattern structure, definitions of the terms
used and much more, make this a comprehensive and informative guide that will
improve your Japanese.

Grammatical terms - Characteristics of Japanese grammar - Basic conjugations Verbs - Connection forms of important expressions - Numerals and counters Compound words.
Essential Japanese Kanji uses a natural approach to learning the most basic
kanji encountered in everyday situations in Japan. This new edition is packed
with fun quizzes and useful exercises for those wishing to improve their
Japanese ability. It has been repackaged in a more compact, value-for-money
size while losing none of the content that has made it a long-selling favorite. Key
features of Essential Japanese Kanji include: Introductory quizzes to introduce
everyday situations in which the Kanji are used A vocabulary section to help you
understand the readings and meanings of each Kanji New character charts
presenting all the Kanji clearly and systematically Definitions, readings, stroke
orders and compounds for each character Practice sections help you to improve
your skills Advanced Placement Exam practice questions follow the format of the
College Board exam Everyday tasks like finding a street address or buying a train
ticket in Japan require a basic working knowledge of kanji—the Japanese system
of writing based on Chinese characters. Essential Japanese Kanji, teaches you
the kanji you'll need in everyday situations in lessons prepared by teachers from
the prestigious University of Tokyo.
For any beginner of Japanese, adjectives and adverbs are bound to present a
challenge. Unlike English adjectives, Japanese ones conjugate, meaning that
you must memorize their various forms before being able to build sentences of
any complexity. Adverbs do not conjugate, but make use of particles to show
their grammatical relationship to other words, and some have very subtle shades
of meaning that are difficult to grasp. Moreover, many do not translate into
adverbs in English. The role these parts of speech play in adding flavor to the
Japanese language is invaluable. This handy reference manual introduces the
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basic (and basics of) adjectives and adverbs in a clear and sensible way,
enabling students not only to speak Japanese but to do it with pizzazz. The book
is divided roughly in half, the first half dealing with adjectives, the second with
adverbs. Each is prefaced by a short introduction that serves as an overview of
the material introduced. The section on adjectives is divided into two parts: Part 1
covers the conjugations of i- and na-adjectives and some basic auxiliary
adjectives, and Part 2 presents common sentence patterns in which adjectives
appear. The adverb section is arranged by topic. Among the types of adverbs
explained here are those used to express time, quantity, degree, circumstance,
and natural sounds or actions (the ubiquitous onomatopoeic adverbs). Each entry
in this book is given a simple, concise English explanation and two or more
example sentences to illustrate its usage. Exercises every few pages enable
students to measure their understanding. Finally, a number of quick-reference
lists in the appendixes provide a convenient means of recalling and building
vocabulary. Together with its sister publication, The Handbook of Japanese
Verbs, this unique manual is certain to provide years of friendly guidance.
Benny Lewis, who speaks over ten languages—all self-taught—runs the largest
language-learning blog in the world, Fluent In 3 Months. Lewis is a full-time
"language hacker," someone who devotes all of his time to finding better, faster,
and more efficient ways to learn languages. Fluent in 3 Months: How Anyone at
Any Age Can Learn to Speak Any Language from Anywhere in the World is a
new blueprint for fast language learning. Lewis argues that you don't need a
great memory or "the language gene" to learn a language quickly, and debunks a
number of long-held beliefs, such as adults not being as good of language
learners as children.
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